
  Subject Knowledge Bank 

 

Art Year 4  

Printing 

Age related art vocabulary 

Reverse image 

When printing, you create 

the image in reverse on the 

foam, so the printed image is 

the correct way around 

Brayer 

A crucial printmaking 

tool used to thinly apply ink 

onto printing plates, ensuring 

an even distribution of colour 

Edition 

A specific set of prints or art-

works that are produced at a 

certain time or for a particular 

event.  

Relief 

an image created using 

Styrofoam by etching, or carv-

ing lines into that material 

base and then applying ink 

which is then pressed onto 

paper. 

Key Knowledge 

• Relief printing is a  technique that allows a design to be repeated multiple times. 
 
• A design is created on a surface - known as a printing plate - which is then rolled or 

painted with ink and printed onto paper or fabric. 
 
• The design on the printing plate can be cut away, or added on top, but it has to be 

raised. The areas that are raised will pick up the ink, meaning any designs drawn on a 
flat printing plate won't work. 

 
• The print will be a mirror image of what you see on your printing plate, so if there is 

writing in the design it will need to first be written the wrong way around. 
 
• Relief printing is the earliest printing process. 
 

Art Carlton Assessment Grid  

Success Criteria  Pupil Reflection  Teacher Assessment  

I can plan my artwork through exploring the work 
of another artist 

Before  

 

After  

 
  

 I can mark make on a Styrofoam tile and prepare 

my tile for a two-colour print 

Before  

 

After  

 
  

 I can draw and then transfer an image to 

Styrofoam  

Before  

 

After  

 
  

I can use cutting away to produce a layered image 
Before  

 

After  

 
  

I can evaluate the effectiveness of my piece 
Before  

 

After  

 
 


